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ADJUSTMEN~ 0 F PRICES TO WAGES * 
by J.J:.Paunio 

Is a strong labour organisation able to aehieve a general rise in 

workers' wages? and in wha t way does sueh an inere'ase affe et priees 

and employment? The problem though old? is still unsolved. When put 

in this way the question is so general in nature that no unambiguous 

answer ean be expeeted. The analysis, whieh will be entirely theoretieal, 

will be earried out with the aid of a eomparatively simple model, in whieh 

the assumptions are praetieally the same as those found in the traditionaI 

theory. The model is statie and the analysis therefore eomparative statie. 

The analysis is set in a elosed eeonomy, where perfeet eompetition 

prevai~s in the eommodity market. The wage is exogenous in the model. Labour 

is the only variable faetor of produetion. Thus the produetion funetion 

ean be expressed in the following way: 

(1) q = q(n), 

where q denotes the volume of output per time uni t, ,and n employment. 

If w = the (given) wage per unit of labour, and me = marginal eosts? then 

(2) w 
me ::: qt('i1) • 

As the model is primarily eoneerned with the eommodity market, q'(n) = 

r -1 ()1 () q t L q q J = g q • Assuming tha~ entrepreneurs are profi t maximisers, we 

get the following equation for the price p. 

* 

-w 
p ::: g('qT . 

This artiele was originally published in Finnish in 
Aikakauskirja No. 2, 1964. 
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National income, y, is 

(4) y = pq. 

Labour being by assumption the only variable fae tor of production wage 

income y , is w q 
r W 
i-.--- du. 

t1 g( u) 

Thus capital income, Yk' is 

(6) 
/1 -w 

Yk = pq - \ g(u) •.. : 
0 

du. 

This system of equations is illustrated in Fig. 1. Vfuen the volume 

of output la Q and the corresponding price P, the rectangle OQA1P rep

resents national income 9 OQA1B1 below the marginal cost curve MC 1 being 

wage income and A1B1P above the same curve, capital income. 

When the model ha.s been developed this far, i t is easy to gi ve a 

specific definition of the problem under consideration. A wage rise in-
r 1 

creases marginal costs L equa tion (2) J so moving the curve in Fig. 1 

upwards to the MC 2 position. InitiallY9 assuming no other changes occur 9 

the wage increase would reduce output to Q1. However, the final new 

equilibrium position, which it is the primary aim of this study to derive, 

further depends on how demand responds to the wage rise and to that reduc-

tion in output and employment which initially follows the wage rise. It 

should be noted in particular that the model affords possibilities of 

establishing how the change in income distribution induced by the wage 

rise affects consumption and investment demand. According to Fig. 1, income 

distribution at output level Q1 (capital income A2B2P and wage income 

OQ1A2B2) obviously differs from that at full employment level Q (see 

previous paragraph). 

Full employment is assumed to exist in the initial situation, which 

means that the marginal cost curve in Fig. 1 becomes vertical at the full 
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employment output level Q. 

The analysis of the effeet of ineome distribution ean be eonsiderably 

simplified by setting forth the following proof prior to the final eon-

struetion of the model. Fig. 2 shows two marginal eost eurves 9 MC 1 and M02 , 

whieh differ from eaeh other in respeet of wage. We will now see that at 

one level of output in equilibrium situations, where marginal eosts are 

different on aeeount of a differenee in wages, the distribution of ineome 

between eapital and labour (as defined above) is the same. In other words 

the distribution of ineome is the same irrespeetive of the priee level; 

in thefollowing priees P1 and P
2 

will be eonsidered. 

If 
-w 

q f (n) 

and 

~ w + w 
q' n ' 

'then 

If we write 

and 
-

q' (n) w 
f(q) 

then 

me 2 = f(q) + 6w -w 
f( q) . 

Thus the ratio of eapital ineome to wage ineome at priee level P1 is 
q 
f 

f(u) du Y1 - ) Y1 
(716) Yk1 --- = - 1 

Yw1 9. 9-
\ f(u)du J f(u) du 

(f 0 
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and at priee level P2 

r
qr 

Aw f(U)] 
(7 :7) Y2 - 1 1 f( u) + du 

Yk2 <5 L -w -- - = 
Yw2 li[f(U)+ ~w f(U)] du (1+ ~w ) 

w 

Y1 1'1 P2 As , and at the same time 
...t-,;.. - --
Y2 P2 P1 

then by substituting P2 'Y1 for Y2 and 
P1 

in equation (7a7) we get 

or 

P2 

Yk2 P Y1 
(7.8) 1 

P2 J Yw2 
- . f(u)du 
P1 0 

(7:9) Yk1 "= Yk2 • 
Yw1 Yw2 

- 1 = 

-w+6.w w 
= q' (n) 

. 
q I (n) . 

P2 for (1 
6.w 

+ -
P1 w 

Y1 

- 1 , 

J f(u)du 

Y2 

9. - 1. 

J f(u)du 
0 

= 1 + -w 

) 

This proof faeilitates the analysis in so far as the effeet of ineome 

distribution upon demand and output ean be determined,whatever the size of 

the wage inerease, with the aid of one single marginal eost funetion. 

In Fig. 1, the new volume of output produeed by the wage inerease is Q1. 

On the strength of the proof the effeet of ineome distribution at a ehange 

from Q to Q1 ean be analysed at priee P1 (e~rve MC 1), while priee P a.nd 

eurve MC 2 ean be disregarded. 

If we aeeept the fairly general eoneeption that a deerease in output 

raises the proportion of ineome reeeived by labour and reduees that reeeived 

by eapital, the marginal eost funetion must be expressed so as to eonform 

with this assumption. 
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The marginal cost function, equation (3) is an aggregate function, 

which may be thought of as the total of the marginal cost curves of 

individual firms (see Fig.3). The marginal cost function can be assumed 

to have the form f' > 0 and f" > 0. 1 However, such properties are not 

sufficient to prove that the marginal cost function really does divide 

the national income in the way assumed. Eut if the marginal eost function 

is explicitly given the form of a parabola~ a proof is possible. Thus 

(8: 1) = ~~q 
2 +f.J (q ~ 0; me = 0, when q < 0) • mc 

-. qf(q) 
(see We now have to prove - provided that A(q) - that (1.:4)j 

rf(U)dU 
~J 

0 

(8: 2) 

The left member of this inequality 

. ~I f 
- If( q) 1 2 • q 

~. .i 

Ey incorporating equation (8:1) in the numerator of the above expression, 

we find the latter to be positive 2; in other words, the inequality (8;2) 

is valid. 

The nåtional income is divided as follows: 

(9 : 1 ) y = i + (y-s) , 

whieh reduces to 

(9:2) s = i. 

1. The derivutives of the corresponding marginal produetivity function g 
are g I < 0 and g" <. o. . 

2. Ey substitution we obtain 0{ 3 2 0( 3 ( 3 q + ~ q) • 2 0< q + ( 3' q + fo q) 
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In these equations i = investment and s = saving. 

Applying the generally accepted assumption that the marginal 

propensity oI capitaliffiE to save is greater than that of workers because 

oI the higher per capita earnings oI the Iormer, the saving Iunction can 

be written1 

where ~ the marginal propensity to save, and)J- = consumption when y = .0. 

In accordance with post-Keynesian thinking2 on the concept oI 

marginal efficiency?investment can be assumed to be a function oI the rate 

of interest, in addition we assume it to be linear 

(11:1) i = ~ - a 
-~ (.1 

where ~ = marginal efficiency, and a and b parameters. The nature of the 

interdependence can be founded on KALECKI's principle about "incrreasing 

marginal risk" 3 as applied to macro behaviour. Given the interest rate 

investment can also be ascertained. Fig. 4 shows the assumed function ~ 9 

the value of which is a, when i = O. At interest rate ~,investment is i. 

As investment in this model is dependent upon mo subjective a factor 

as the willingness to invest, it seems evident that it should also be 

inIluenced by the current cyclical situation, in particular by the current 

level oI proIits, and perhaps also by the degree oI utilisation oI the 

capital stock. These Iactors are assumed to excert their influence by 

1. Sw = r; wY w -}t W and sk = 'i) kYk - jJ"'k; Ior the per capi ta saving 

Iunctions it is probable that j.,L w <' J.i k • 

2, See BJÖRN THALBERG A Keynesian Model Extended by Explicit Demand 
and Supply Functions for Investment Goods, stockholm 1962, p. 11. 

3. M. KALECKI Essays in the Theory of Economic Fluctuations, London 1939, 
p. 98-102; see also THALBERG, p. 12. 
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shifting the function ~ nearer to, or farther from, the origin (see Fig.4). 

The dependence of investment on these factors can be expressed as follows: 

( 11 : 2) a = l}J (q) ~ , 

,(I~ 
where function ~ denotes the effect of the degree of capacity utilisation, 

and Rk denotes profits. It is assumed that alI profits are received by the 

capitaIists, or according to equation (6) 

pq- ! w du 
(11 :3) Rk 

0 g~ul 
-w 

• K grqy 

where K = the capital stock at constant prices, and the denominator thus 

shows the vaIue of the capital stock at current prices. 

The Iess the utiIisation of capitaI stock, the Iess wilI entrepreneurs 
! 

be wiIling to invest, and vice versa. In this context, capacity shoula 

not be taken to mean that IeveI of output which corresponds to the maximum 

technicaI utiIisation, but that volume of output which cannot be exceeded 

without a rise in the average total costs of firms. Output in excess of that 

volume would probably make entrepreneurs consider an extension of the 

existing capitaI stock profitable. As there was initially full empIoyment 

of Iabour, that is to say a kind of technical capacity Iimit set by the 

Iabour force, it cannot simpIy be assumed that full employment leveI of 

output corresponds to level of output capacity. Since this point is not 

of great importance in the present context we can start from 

where q t op productive capacity and q output at full employment of 

labouro In equation (11:2) the degree of capacity utilisation affects 

the1~(q) of the function (11g2). This is iIIustrated by the following 

function. 
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(11 :: 5) 

provided that ~ > o. 

By ineorporating equations (11:3) and (11:5) in (1112) and also in 

() a- ~ 11:1 as written 
S 

~ and taking the rate of interest as given, we 

obtain the investment funetion 

(11 = 6) i 

whieh is valid when investment is non-negative. A notable feature of this 

investment funetion is that investment falls to zero while q is still 

positive. 

Let us reformulate the model by introdueing an explieit marginal eost 

funetion into the equations. The complete model is as followsa 

(1) q = q(n) 

(II) me = C{ q2 + f3 
p = me 

y= (<.:':(q2+(3)oq 

(111) 

(IV) 

(V) f1 ( . 2 (1..) Yw = J 0( u + [:> du 
o 

9. 

Yk = (<>,~q2 +fo)· q - S (VI) 
o 

(VII) 

r- ., r ~ 

t ~ \ l} ! l ( 0( q 
2 

+ f!' ). q -) (0'. U 
2 

+1') dU.J 11 + )IJ (q-qopt)j 
I 

(VIII) '-

i 2 Ö-K • ( ö< + f') q 

(IX) s = i 

~ 

A ,,r 
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r ' The model eonsists of a miero part lequations (I)-(III)J with (111) as 

the equilibrium equation? and a maero part [equations (IV)-(IX)] with (IX) 

as the equilibrium equation. With regard to the maero equations (VII) and 

(VIII) it should be noted that although investment and saving were assumed 

to be funetions of nominal variables, the output volume alone appears as 

an explanatory variable. 

It should be reealled that this model was designed for analysing the 

effeet of an autonomous wage inerease upon priees and output. But on the 

strength of the proof·presented in (7:1)-(7:9) we need not·solve the whole 

equilibrium system of nine unknowns and nine equations simultaneously. As 

the effeet of the wage inerease, although appearing in the model as a shift 

of the marginal cost funetion [equation (II)] , ean be disregarded in 

eonneetion with the functions i and s , we can split the model in a 

simple, yet meaningful way. The volume of output (several possible equi-

libria) is determined by the maero equations (VII) and (VIII) and the 

equilibrium equation (IX) so that we must now find out how the initial 

reduetion in output eaused by the wage-rise, as derived from the miero 

equations (II) and (111), affeets the final level of output through the 

funetions i and s. In other words, we are eoneerned with the form and 

position of these funetions in the initial situation and at lower output 

levels. 

By derivation of the saving funetion, we obtain 

( 12.: 1) 
d
dS = ( 2 1') k + 11 ) <X q 

2 + 1i f; 
q 1 /w )w 

and 

( 12: 2) 
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It is evident at once that both derivatives are positive. 

Ey derivation of the investment function 1 we get 

(12:3) 

and 
2 Cx 

[20< 3 '+ q8 + 8&. 2f>'i>q6 

2("j' _ ~J q )0( 2!~ q5 + 18ex g2 + q4 
,opt· r 

-
+ 4('t~ - 0/ q t)(){ fo2 q3 + 12A 3 fJ q2 

· op I /' 

+ 6 (j - \l/ q t) ~~ 3 q-\ 
I op r _~, 

It is obvious from these equations that the sign of the expression 

( ~. \1, ) 
"lJ - 'i" qopt has a decisive inf1uence on the signs of derivati ves from 

the investment function. Let us therefore elaborate function ~r . 
~ If t!j = 1 and excess uti1isa tion of capaci ty is assumed not to gi ve rise 

to expectations of profits more than doub1e what theyare at present, then 

(13: 1) -1 ~ t (q - qopt) -~ 1. 

If \r(q - qopt) = 1, then (q = fu11 employment output) 

and 

1 • 

(13:2) ,p = _...;...1 __ -
q - qopt 

qopt 
1 - --"----

q - qopt 

-As it is reasonable to assume that q <. 

(J -
i = 

3 

2 q t~ we may conclude that op 
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On the basis of the inequality (13=4) we obtain 

(14:1) 0, 

when 
1 

2~;:<, . ..p q 5 + 4 r~ \flq 3 > 1 ~ 
';';;;';";~~~~"":'2~- = "ij - ~ q 
o(q4 + 3(3 q <: I \ i opt 

It is obvious that when q rises above zero, di 
dq may be negative, but 

as i <: 0 9 when q = 0, then in the relevant range 

di .>. 0, dq 

because the left member1 of the inequality is evidentlyan increasing 

function of q. 

From the inequality (13:4) we also find that 

d
2

i ~ ° 
dq2 <" 

dependent on whether 

As for the .second derivative? when q is greater than zero, d
2

i 

dq2 
may be 

positive. But as sufficiently high values for q make the left member of the 

inequality (14~5) negative 9 which changes the direction of the inequality, 
d 2 . 

we can only conclude that when investment is positive, - ~ is either 
dq 

positive or first negative and subsequentlY9 from some particular value of q 

positive. 

The immediate reduction in output due to a wage increase is obtained 

by means of the equation 

( 1 5 : 1 ) Ii = (~X q 
2 + fJ) (1 + 6_ w ) 9 

W 

-where p stands for the initial price level. Let us now consider this 

1. This can be written 
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output volume qP and the initial output volume as given by the i and s 

funetions. 

1 • A th t " th " "t" l "t t" ds > di d ssume a ln e lnl la Sl ua lon dq' dq an 

Let qm denote the new equilibrium level of output (see Fig~ 

q is still the equilibrium position. If 
p m m 

q = q ,q is 

the new equilibrium, and if qP< qm, produetion is eumulatively deelining. 

ds 
2. Assume that dq 

di d2s d2i 
dq. Wheil 2 ) -2 (Fig. 6a and 6b), output 

2 2dq dq 
deelines eumulatively. When d ~ > d ~ , q still represents e quili brium 

dq dq 

(Fig. 6et· though not necessarily if becomes negative). 

ds 
3n Assume that dq < di dq • In this ease qm represents the new equilibrium 

d
2

i d
2

s 
~'-2 > -2 (Fig. 7). 
dq dq 

only if otherwise output is eumulatively deelining. 

On the basis of this speeifieation it will be found that if stability 

prevails in the initial situation, and the wage inerease is moderate 

(qP'7 qm), then full employment is maintained and the priee level rises 
-" 

aeeording to the equation 

(15~2) P = ((X q2 + f»(1 + :~w) 

and p = 

p 

w + 6.w 
-w 

W 

Ineome distribution remains unehanged as was proved 

byequations (7t1)-(7:9). 

In easee of non-stability1 the model only shows that the price level 

falls, but it does not enable us to determine by how mueh. 

In some situations output may settle at a lower level (when stability 

1~ Including non-stability produced by a very strong wage inerease. 
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ehanges into non-stability, or viee versa). In sueh eases the priee level 

is 

( 15: 3) p = ( (',( (q ID) 2 + Ifb ) (1 + ~_ w ). 
w 

Here p ~ p dependent upon the extent of the output reduetion. The eorre

sponding ineome distribution ean be ealeulated by means of equations (V) 

and (VI). 

The investment and saving funetions were eonstrueted in sueh a way 

that when output deereases, the ehange in ineome distribution partly reduees 

the willingness to invest, and partly inereases the propensity to eonsume, 

in addition to whieh the inerease in non-utilisation of eapaeity also 

weakens the willingness to invest. It is probable that eonsumers reaet 

more rapidly to ehanges in their ineome than investors do to ehanges 

in the eyelieal situation beeause investment plans eannot be altered 

so quiekly. For this reason I am inelined to regard the stable eonditions 

represented in Fig. 5a, 5b and 60 as being most probable. 

Thus the question put at the beginning of this study ean be answered, 

within the frarnework of the model, as follows: 

1. A wage inerease will produee a rise in workers' nominal wages, 

but their real ineomes will remain unehanged, beeause priees will rise 

1 in the same proportion as wages • The total demand eurve will be vertieal 

like eurve D, in Fig. 8 (whieh relates to Fig. 1). 

2. The more sensitive investors are to eyelieal ehanges, and the 

greater the wage inereases, the more probable it is that output and employ-

ment fall off and that priees also fall eventually. Figa 8 shows sorne 

alternative demand eurves, D2, D
3 

and D
4

, the latter being purely hypothetical. 

1. A final result eompatible with the full-eost prineiple, and arrived at 
by means of marginal analysis. 
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